
Oracle Cloud Support from
Experts 

One of our customers was
looking for a reliable and
technically sound partner to
stabilize and enhance the
system usage and functions.
They engaged us to stabilize
the Application first so that
they can then focus on
improving the usage of the
application by enhancing
some of the features. 
• SOAIS deployed a shared
services support team to
take care of multiple
modules
• Helped validate processes
and fixed issues for smooth
running of the Application
 
Customer was extremely
satisfied with our services.
 

SOAIS Blog: Oracle Digital
Assistant for HCM “Hello-
Hire-Retire” 

Oracle Digital Assistant
(ODA) for HCM is designed
to enhance overall employee
experience within an
organization. 
ODA is backed by AI to be
able to provide guidance and
answers to employees’
questions so that HR can
focus on more impactful
projects. It also provides
personalized employee
experience to global
workforce.
 
 
Click here to read the
complete blog.
 
 

Oracle Blog: Top skills your
employees should have
post-pandemic 

In the current times, it is
important to keep your
employees engaged and
help enhance their
professional skills to stay
relevant. What skills would
your employees need in
dealing with post-pandemic
changes? This blog talks
about top three skills your
employees should develop
and cultivate to be able to
better deal with the changing
environment.
 
Read this Oracle blog to gain
more perspective.
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Dear Default Value,
 

Welcome to SOAIS Newsletter of September 2021!

Fast Formula in Oracle Cloud Applications    
 

At SOAIS, our team has made extensive use of this powerful tool of Oracle Cloud

Applications, called Fast Formula, for a number of our customers. Our consultants have used

this feature over multiple modules like Absence Management, Payroll, Compensation

Management, etc. These small customizations using Fast Formula, have benefitted our

customer in leveraging the potential of the Oracle Cloud Applications.

 

Click here to know more about us.
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